
Structure of the report

Why did we ask for funding to Tezos Foundation

The Crypto Commons Association applied for Tezos Foundation Funding, with the scope
of sustaining the expenses of the Crypto Commons Gathering 2021, the first event in the
world specifically and explicitly organized around the intersection of Commons and the
Blockchain. Tezos was chosen among the many existing crypto projects because we
deemed the values of the community it gathers well aligned with ours and the technology
developed by Tezos ecosystem as having a huge positive impact on the Blockchain scene.

The Crypto Commons Gathering 2021

As you can read on our website more extensively (https://www.crypto-commons.org/ ), the
CCG21 took place and we are quite convinced – especially based on the participants’
feedback- that it has been a successful event.

https://www.crypto-commons.org/


From August 28th to September 3rd, 2021, over 50 international guests met at the
Hirschwangerhof, Hirschwang an der Rax, to jointly explore and shape the emerging topic
of the Crypto Commons. Participants included representatives from over 20 projects
currently working on Crypto Commons, as well as university professors and doctoral
students from renowned universities (George Mason University, WU Vienna, Central
European University, Scuola Normale Superiore, University of Naples, University of
Padua), journalists and artists. The tightly packed program consisted of keynote speeches,
panel discussions, fishbowls, workshops and games on the topics of digital commons,
digital identity, alternative monetary systems, political economy and power structures in
crypto, strategic positioning and commoning in everyday life, most of which were
organized and carried out by the participants themselves.

Anticipated deliverables for Tezos

We accomplished the deliverables indicated in the Grant Application

 Successfully conducting the CCG from 28.08.2021-03.09.2021
 Stove Labs Presentation titled 'DeFi on Tezos. Building a common financial

infrastructure' on the 2nd of September. The event has been recorded and we
published it on our youtube channel, here

 Display of Tezos as sponsor on the event banners, as shown in this photo



 Provide visibility on our website, on Twitter and producing shoutouts by
@CCommonsHub - our Twitter profile - to honor Tezos' role as main sponsor.
These tweets are public and visible in the period from before the event to one
month after it.

 Photo and video documentation: available on our website.
 Produce a comprehensive report about the CCG 21 that highlights Tezos' role in

developing common financial infrastructure and supporting the CCG financially as
main sponsor. We are not publishing it on Medium as indicated because our
communication strategy changed and we don’t use it for our social activity. But this
report is publicly available and downloadable from our website, in the CCG21 page.
(https://www.crypto-commons.org/crypto-commons-gathering-2021)

Anticipated outcomes for Tezos

We accomplished the outcomes indicated in the Grant Application

 Introducing and attracting intellectuals and professionals to the Tezos Ecosystem o
establishing a counter-narrative to Ethereum’s dominance in DeFi o inscribing
Tezos into the growing movement for crypto commons o influence over long
standing working groups and research projects to be formulated during CCG 21: as
already described, the event served to this specific purpose and it has been a
success, for this reason we think the outcomes expectation has been honored.

Allocation of Funding

https://www.crypto-commons.org/crypto-commons-gathering-2021


Received:

16.09.2021 1/TEZOS
FOUNDATION

2.961,58 € USD 3.500,00 1EUR =
1,1818000 USD

Expenses:

27.09.2021 Giovanni
Tokarski

-150,00 € Video editing work with Crypto
Commons Gathering 2021
materials

freelance

23.09.2021 STICHTING
DYNE ORG

-254,13 € Travel Costs Jaromil travel cost
refund

07.09.2021 Andreas
Arnold

-246,00 € Travel Expense for CCG21 travel cost
refund

07.09.2021 Giulio Quarta -1.000,0 € Lavoro di follow up e
comunicazione dell'evento
CCG21 e produzione di
contenuti di divulgazione

freelance

30.08.2021 SPAR MARKT
UHER

-189,99 € POS 189,99 AT K1 28.08. 11:42
SPAR MARKT UHER
REICHENAU/RAX 2651 040

reception

30.08.2021 HOFER
DANKT

-161,97 € HOFER DANKT 2322 K1 30.08.
10:57

reception

30.08.2021 SPAR MARKT
UHER

-188,64 € POS 188,64 AT K1 27.08. 18:37
SPAR MARKT UHER
REICHENAU/RAX 2651 040

reception

27.08.2021 BILLA 3445 -14,34 € BILLA DANKT 2322 K1 27.08.
18:51

reception

27.08.2021 HOFER
DANKT

-437,93 € HOFER DANKT 2322 K1 27.08.
17:44

reception

27.08.2021 DRUCKEREI
WIEN.AT

-303,22 € POS 303,22 AT K1 26.08. 13:13
DRUCKEREIWIEN.AT WIEN
1160 040

banners

27.08.2021 MUELLER
MHA
HANDELSGM

-14,94 € POS 14,94 AT K1 26.08. 14:43
MUELLER MHA
HANDELSGMB WIEN 1150 040

miscellane
ous



B

TOTAL -2.961,16


